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ysical composition of tar balls in
wildfire smoke: an investigation with
complementary ionisation methods and 15-Tesla
FT-ICR mass spectrometry†

Amna Ijaz, ‡*a William Kew, b Zezhen Cheng, b Susan Mathai, cd

Nurun Nahar Lata, b Libor Kovarik, b Simeon Schum,a Swarup China b

and Lynn R. Mazzoleni*ad

Tar balls (TBs) are a major carbonaceous product of wildfires and other biomass-burning events that often

exceed soot or other elemental forms of carbon in number and mass. Being a recalcitrant fraction of

organic carbon, TBs are capable of long-range atmospheric transport, and thus, exert influence not only

in the vicinity of wildfires but also in remote regions. Here, we characterised ambient atmospheric

aerosol samples with varying TB number fractions collected downwind of Pacific Northwest wildfires

using a 15-Tesla Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (15-T FT-ICR MS).

Relative to non-TB aerosol, we found 2006 and 851 molecular formulae exclusively in TB-rich aerosol

using laser desorption ionisation (LDI) of samples directly from an aerosol-loaded substrate and

electrospray ionisation (ESI) of ACN-extracted aerosol, respectively. Elemental composition from LDI/15-

T FT-ICR MS revealed TBs to be abundant in molecular species of low volatility and high viscosity,

providing molecular detail that was consistent with key climate and air quality-related properties of TBs.

Our findings demonstrate that the TB-specific molecular composition obtained from (−)LDI/15-T FT-ICR

MS not only complements (−)ESI analyses, but provides a more apt reflection of the physical properties

of TBs as well. We provide proof-of-concept evidence for the potential value of using LDI/15-T FT-ICR

MS in routine OA analyses, specifically smoke samples rich in refractory OA, and improve the

representation of OA in atmospheric and climate modelling studies that aim to fully understand its

impact and occurrence.
Environmental signicance

Tar balls (TBs) are a carbon-rich fraction of aged biomass-burning smoke that persists in the atmosphere for long periods and over great distances. Due to their
recalcitrance and light-absorbing nature, TBs have important effects on climate and air quality. We demonstrate the usefulness of laser desorption ionisation as
a valuable partner for ultrahigh-resolution mass spectrometry to analyse refractory ambient organic aerosol, such as TBs in wildre smoke. Additionally, we
elucidate individual molecular species in TBs, which impart their key physicochemical properties; these species may potentially be an asset to inventories on
refractory OA, and thus, can help improve OA representation in atmospheric and climate models.
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Introduction

Wildres have immense destructive power that not only
threatens animal and human lives but also substantially dete-
riorates air quality. Extreme wildre events across the globe
occasionally generate pyrocumulonimbus (pyroCb) clouds that
inject smoke into the stratosphere.1,2 For instance, smoke from
the Pacic Northwest wildres in August 2017 led to an
unusually strong pyroCb occurrence. Smoke from this event
persisted in the stratosphere for ∼8 months and was observed
as far off as 7000 km away in the North-Eastern Atlantic.3 This
smoke was reported to be 98% organic aerosol (OA),4
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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View Article Online
emphasising the need to better understand persistent OA likely
to reach far-off communities and ecosystems that are ill-
prepared to manage environmental and health challenges
associated with it. Experimental knowledge of the physico-
chemical properties of OA, such as molecular composition,
viscosity, volatility, etc., in wildre smoke is indispensable to
assess the full magnitude of its inuence and mitigate its
impact.

Tar balls (TBs) are a refractory product of atmospheric
ageing of biomass-burning smoke plumes. They were rst re-
ported to form within minutes to hours of emission from
Southern African wildres,5,6 and their incidence increased as
the plume aged.7,8 TBs are carbonaceous, highly viscous,
spherical entities with diameters of <500 nm (100–300 nm, on
average), which are not damaged under high-power electron
beams and persist through the warm, humid conditions of the
boundary layer.5,6,9Not only can TBs constitute a large portion of
the particulate mass in the close vicinity of large-scale biomass
burning events,8,10 but they have been detected in remote areas,
such as the Himalayas, aer long-range transport.11 They exert
a direct inuence over air quality, radiation budget, and climate
due to their highly variable optical characteristics, while their
hygroscopic nature has been associated with indirect effects on
climate, such as via their function as cloud condensation
nuclei.12

Mass spectrometric analyses have revealed TBs to comprise
thousands of distinct molecular species.13,14 However, studies
available till now assume that the chemical complexity observed
in TB-rich aerosol is attributable solely to TBs, despite them
being present in complex non-TB organic material. Identica-
tion of molecular species specic to TBs in ambient aerosol can
create opportunities to estimate key climate and air quality-
related physicochemical properties, such as oxygenation
levels, volatility,15 and phase states16–18 of TBs. As experimental
measurements of these properties are usually not feasible for
complex mixtures, their estimations from elemental
compositions16–19 are a powerful approach to improving the
representation of OA in modelling studies that aim to under-
stand the formation, lifetime, and impact of OA. However, a TB-
specic molecular signature, i.e., molecular species more likely
to exist as (or in) refractory TBs as compared to non-TB OA, has
yet to be established. We addressed this knowledge gap by
conducting a comparative investigation of the molecular
compositions of four wildre smoke samples with varying
percent fractions of TBs using laser desorption ionisation (LDI)
and electrospray ionisation (ESI) coupled with a 15-Tesla
Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer
(15-T FT-ICR MS).

ESI has long been a method of choice to characterise OA
because it is a ‘so’ ionisation technique that ionises many
polar compounds over a wide size range with little to no frag-
mentation (e.g.,20–23). It has been adapted into (nano-) desorp-
tion ESI to minimise sample preparation, where it remains
selective for polar, medium to high-molecular-weight
species.24–26 Atmospheric pressure chemical and photo-
ionisation can help analyse smaller and less polar or non-polar
species.13,27 LDI is another so ionisation technique that is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sensitive to less polar, unsaturated molecules. It features the
remarkable advantage of requiring no sample preparation,
solvent or matrix selection, or solution preparation.28 Samples
are simply pasted onto a suitable surface, such as copper tape
(Fig. S1†), and ‘shot upon’ with a laser. The complexity of
natural complex mixtures, such as OA, allows them to function
as the matrix: i.e., heteroatom-containing compounds and
polyaromatic hydrocarbons consisting of pi-conjugated struc-
tures can absorb ultraviolet radiation, and thus, undergo self-
assisted ionisation.29

Although LDI has been employed for OA analysis by coupling
a variety of lasers (e.g., near-infrared30 and UV-vis29,31,32) with
different mass spectrometers (e.g., aerosol mass spectrome-
ters,30 Q-Exactive HF,31 and 9.4-T FT-ICR29,32), its usefulness for
routine direct analysis of ambient aerosol samples on lters has
not been explored. Therefore, we seek to provide proof-of-
concept evidence for the potential of using (−)LDI/15-T FT-
ICR MS in OA analyses, specically smoke samples rich in
refractory OA. We demonstrate that the TB-specic molecular
composition obtained from (−)LDI/15-T FT-ICR MS not only
complements (−)ESI analyses, but provides a more apt reec-
tion of the physical properties of TBs, highlighting this ionisa-
tion technique to be a valuable but under-utilised approach to
study atmospheric aerosol. This study presents a convenient
means of obtaining crucial information on TB composition and
properties via offline sample collection and analyses, thereby
representing an important asset that can aid in improving the
physicochemical representation of OA in atmospheric and
climate models.

Experimental
Sample collection and preparation

Particulate matter was collected on 0.1 mm (pore size) 90 mm
(diameter) PTFE lters (Sterlitech Corporation, WA, USA) by
pulling 80 L min−1 of air on four different days in August of
2018 for varying lengths of time (Table 1). Sampling was
conducted at the Pacic Northwest National Laboratory in
Richland, WA, USA. Intense smoky conditions were recorded
on all days owing to wildres in the northwest of the site of
sample collection. Backward trajectories extending 72 hours
from the time that sample collection was concluded were
modelled using Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated
Trajectory (HYSPLIT) (Fig. 1 and S2†). Smoke plumes sampled
on August 09 and 10 travelled <12 hours from wildres before
reaching the sampling site (Fig. 1A–C and S1†). The fourth
sample, BBAug1314, was inuenced by smoke that had
reached the sampling site aer travelling >12 hours from
wildres that were farther away. A quarter of each lter was
immersed in 30 mL of LC-MS-grade acetonitrile (ACN; 100%)
and shaken at 60 rpm for 15 minutes. The liquid ACN-aerosol
mixture thus obtained was passed through a 0.2 mm PTFE
syringe to remove suspended solid material. The ltrate was
maintained at 4 °C during storage and shipment until anal-
ysis. All samples were diluted as required in 50 : 50 H2O : ACN
immediately before analysis until a stable and optimised
signal could be obtained.
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562 | 1553
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Table 1 Sample codes for aerosol analysed here with duration and times (in Pacific standard time (PST)) of sample collectiona

Sample ID Start (PST hours) End (PST hours) Duration of collection
Average ambient
relative humidity (%)

Average ambient
temperature (K) Classication

BBAug09 (DT) Aug 09 (09:00) Aug 09 (17:00) 8 hours 21.9 304.26 Tar ball-poor (non-TB)
BBAug0910 (NT) Aug 09 (18:00) Aug 10 (07:00) 13 hours 24.4 305.10
BBAug1011 Aug 10 (11:00) Aug 11 (14:00) 28 hours 29.8 302.32
BBAug1314 Aug 13 (10:00) Aug 14 (11:00) 25 hours 32.0 296.76 Tar ball-rich

a BB, biomass burning; DT, daytime; NT, night-time; PST, Pacic standard time; TB, tar balls.

Fig. 1 Backward trajectories of air plumes from the site of sample
collection (red star at 46.28° N and −119.28° W) and percent
occurrence of tar balls (TB) in aerosol samples. BBAug0910 (NT) is
not shown due to its similarity with BBAug09 (DT) in terms of air
plume trajectory and TB fraction. (A–C) Trajectories extend 72
hours into the past from the time that sample collection was
concluded and were modelled at heights of 350 (red), 1000 (blue),
and 3000 (green) meters above ground level. Trajectories are
overlaid on satellite images (courtesy of the NASA Worldview
application (https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov)) from Terra/
MODIS showing smoky conditions at the sampling site. Orange
dots indicate fires and thermal anomalies during day and night at
375 m captured by Aqua/MODIS, Terra/MODIS, and Suomi NPP/
VIIRS, (D–F) Tilted (75°) images from scanning electron
microscopy of the aerosol samples showing varying percent
fractions of TB. Inset in (D) is a transmission electron microscopy
image of BBAug1314 showing the mixing state of TB to be either
pure organic carbon or organic carbon mixed with elemental
carbon, such as soot.

1554 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562
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Ultrahigh-resolution mass spectrometry

Electrospray ionisation. Spectra were acquired on a 15-T
Bruker SolariX XR FT-ICR MS equipped with a ParaCell and
actively shielded superconducting magnet. Samples were
infused at 5 mL min−1 into an Apollo II ESI source operating in
negative-ion mode with a capillary voltage of 4 kV, a dry gas ow
of 4 L min−1, a temperature of 180 °C, and a nebuliser gas
pressure of 1 bar. The Q1 mass was set to m/z 100. Ions were
accumulated for 50–80 ms before transfer to the analyser cell
with a time-of-ight of 0.75 ms. All spectra were acquired
between m/z 92.1 and 1200.0 into an 8 MWord time domain
with a transient length of 1.67 s. Three hundred transients were
co-added before zero-lling and Fourier transformation. The
measured resolving power was ∼600 000 at m/z 400. Spectra
were peak picked in DataAnalysis 5.0 (Bruker Daltonics, Bill-
erica MA) with an S/N threshold of 4.0 and an absolute intensity
threshold of 1 000 000.

Laser desorption ionisation. Substrates with aerosol depos-
ited on them were affixed to a polished steel MALDI plate with
double-sided conductive copper tape (Fig. S1†). Spectra were
acquired on a 15-T Bruker SolariX XR FT-ICR MS equipped with
a ParaCell and actively shielded superconducting magnet. Laser
desorption ionisation in negative-ion mode was performed with
a solid-state SmartBeam-II (355 nm) laser. Given the heteroge-
neity of the sample and scan-to-scan variation, spectra were
acquired in imaging mode. The laser focus was set to small with
power at 60%; 100 laser shots were red at 200 Hz per pixel.
Approximately 600 pixels were acquired per region at 100 mm
square pixel width, or up to 1000 pixels with 50 mm pixel width.
The Q1 mass was set to m/z 100. Each spectrum was recorded
between m/z 92.1 and 1200 in an 8 MWord time domain with
a transient length of 1.67 s. The time of ight was 0.75 ms. The
measured resolving power was ∼450 000 at m/z 400. Post-
processing of the spectra was performed using custom Python
routines (detailed in ESI). Briey, the total ion current (TIC)
values for each region of interest (ROI) and pixel were collated,
and a narrow subset (n= 48 transients) of similar TICs – per ROI
– were selected for transient co-addition. These were then zero-
lled and Fourier transformed before frequency-to-mass cali-
bration and peak picking.33,34 This selective co-addition of
transients was necessary for optimum spectra quality.

Laser desorption ionisation was also applied to aerosol
samples prepared for ESI analyses in LC-MS-grade ACN, aer
drying and reconstituting them in 50 : 50 H2O : ACN. Two
microliters of samples were deposited on a polished steel
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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MALDI target plate. Spectra were acquired by co-adding 64
transients recorded from m/z 92.14–1400. Two hundred laser
shots were red at random locations on the substrate with
400 Hz per pixel and a laser power of 28%. Settings for time
domain, transient length, Q1 mass, and ToF were the same as
for LDI in imaging. The measured resolving power was ∼490
000 at m/z 400. This approach is referred to as LDIextract.

Data processing, formula assignment, and estimations of
physicochemical parameters. Mass lists acquired from FT-ICR
MS analyses were subjected to noise estimation using the
KMDNoise() in MFAssignR35 to remove residual noise. Mono-
isotopic and polyisotopic peaks were identied using IsoFiltR().
CH2 homologous series were chosen from within the prelimi-
nary C, H, and O-containing (CHO) formulae using Recal().
Molecular formulae were assigned to recalibrated m/z values
using MFAssign() under the following constraints: CcHhOoN0–

3S0–1; −13 # DBE-O # 20; 0 # O/C # 2.0; and 0.3 # H/C # 2.5
with absolute formula assignment error of #0.5 ppm. The code
used for the process is available in the ESI. The assignment of
odd-electron ions was considered for mass lists generated by
both LDI approaches. Unless otherwise indicated, assignments
containing 13C1–2 and/or 34S atoms (or those assigned as odd-
electron ions) are not included in our discussion. Where
required for the sake of comparison between samples, peak
abundances in each dataset were normalised to the sum of the
abundance of CHO species that were common among $(n − 1)
samples, where n is the total number of samples under
consideration. Structural information was inferred by calcu-
lating double bond equivalence (DBE) andmodied aromaticity
index (AImod).36,37 Physical parameters, including saturation
mass concentration (C0),15,38 dry and humidity-dependent glass
transition temperatures (Tg,dry and Tg,RH), and phase states17,18

were computed using the equations listed in Table S1.†
Microscopic analysis and chemical imaging of single particles

A computer-controlled scanning electron microscope coupled
to an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (CCSEM/EDX) was
used to study the chemical composition of individual particles
on stages C and D (50% cut-off sizes of 0.50 and 0.25 mm,
respectively). The samples were analysed for C, N, O, Na, Mg, Al,
Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, and Zn atomic percentages in indi-
vidual particles using EDX. Individual particles were classied
as carbonaceous, Na-rich, sea salt/sulphates, dust, or others
based on their relevant proportion of elements over a spectrum
of sizes from 0.05 to 2.65 mm as detailed previously.39 To obtain
the phase state of individual particles, we used the method of
Cheng et al.40 Briey, we obtained SEM images tilted by 75° for
at least 100 randomly chosen particles in each sample using
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM). Aspect
ratios (width of particle/height of particle) of individual parti-
cles were used to classify them as solids (aspect ratio # 1.3),
semi-solids (1.3 < aspect ratio# 1.85), or liquids (aspect ratio$

1.85). Analysis of carbon functionalities and mixing state of
particles was investigated using scanning transmission X-ray
microscopy coupled with near-edge X-ray absorption ne
structure (STXM/NEXAFS) for particles on stage D (50% cut-off
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
size of 0.25 mm). Samples were differentiated based on mixing
states as follows: OC, EC, IC only, OC + EC + IC, OC + EC, OC +
IC, or EC + IC, where OC, EC, and IC denote organic, elemental,
and inorganics-infused carbon.41 Total carbon absorbance
(TCA) was calculated from STXM/NEXAFS data using the optical
density.42 TCA is proportional to the particle thickness, and
thus, when modelled as a function of particle size, i.e., the area
equivalent diameter (AED), it can indicate phase state as
described previously.42–44 In addition, chemical bonding speci-
ation of carbon and oxygen was performed using electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) coupled with an aberration-
corrected STEM (FEI Titan 80-300 STEM).
Results and discussion
Single-particle micro-spectroscopic analysis of wildre smoke

Tilted-view SEM images showed a prevalence of attened dome-
like single particles in BBAug09 (DT) and BBAug1011, while
spherical particles were predominant in BBAug1314 (Fig. 1D–F).
As per the aspect ratios,40 9, 11, and 56% of single particles
analysed in BBAug09 (DT), BBAug1011, and BBAug1314,
respectively, were classied as TBs based on solidity and shape.
Typically, the number fraction of TBs increases with plume
age.7,8 TBs are morphologically distinguished from other OM as
extremely low-volatility, high-viscosity spheroids with a range of
diameters from 30–1500 nm and an average size of <500 nm.
They contain pure OC with little to no inorganic inclu-
sions.6,8,45,46 Size-resolved CCSEM/EDX analysis showed all three
samples to be rich in carbonaceous particles (50–75% by
number fraction; Fig. S3†). Only BBAug1011 had a prevalence of
dust, sea salt/sulphates, and Na-rich larger particles (>0.95 mm
in diameter), which is likely because of its path from over the
Pacic Ocean before intercepting wildres (or wildre smoke)
in Washington State, US (Fig. 1 and S2†). In line with the
carbonaceous nature of these samples, STXM/NEXAFS showed
single particles in all aerosol samples to have OC or OC + EC
mixing states (Fig. S4†). However, BBAug1314 featured a greater
frequency of particles with higher TCA values but the same AED
as in other samples indicating >90% of its single particles exist
in a solid or semi-solid state, while the majority of single
particles in the remaining samples were liquid or semi-solids.
Based on all these observations, BBAug1314 was classied as
‘TB-rich’, while all other samples were classied as ‘non-TB’
aerosol. This notation is used going forward in the manuscript.
Overview of the molecular composition of wildre smoke

With (−)ESI analysis, 3663, 3686, 3922, and 4841 monoisotopic
formulae were assigned to BBAug09 (DT), BBAug0910 (NT),
BBAug1011, and BBAug1314, respectively. With (−)LDI, 1516,
2383, and 4299 distinct monoisotopic formulae were assigned
to BBAug0910 (NT), BBAug1011, and BBAug1314, respectively.
Further details are summarised in Tables S2 and S3.† Negative-
mode ionisation was chosen in this study as it is sensitive to
molecules with polar acidic functional groups, rendering it
ideal for the analysis of processed organic aerosol, which is
generally acidic in nature.20,47 It also offers simplicity of
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562 | 1555
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Fig. 2 Reconstructed mass spectra for two full-day aerosol samples: TB-rich (BBAug1314) and non-TB aerosol acquired with (−)ESI or (−)LDI
with 15-T FT-ICR mass spectrometry. Only monoisotopic, even-electron ion peaks are shown. Peak abundances are normalised to the sum of
the abundance of CHO species that were common among $(n − 1) samples, where n is the total number of samples under consideration. Pie
charts show the fraction of molecular formulae belonging to CHO (green), CHNO (blue), and CHOS (red) groups. Corresponding numerical data
is presented in Tables S2 and S3.†
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interpretation as deprotonation is the primary ionisation
mechanism, rather than the more variable adduct formation.48

A stable signal could not be obtained for BBAug09 (DT) with (−)
LDI. Mass spectra for the TB-rich sample and a non-TB aerosol
are shown in Fig. 2 at three levels of expansion (m/z 100–750,
300–310, and 304.99–305.15); spectra for the remaining samples
are presented in Fig. S5.† Although (−)ESI detected a greater
number of species overall, (−)LDI featured more peaks at
individual nominal masses (305 shown as an example), where N
and S-containing formulae with lower mass defects formed
a majority of the additional formulae.

With both ionisation methods, in all samples, the majority
of signal originated from species containing C3–32, O2–19, N1–

2O3–18, and O5–16S with CHO and CHNO being the largest
groups (Fig. 2 and S6, S7†). These are typical molecular
compositions reported from ultrahigh-resolution mass spec-
trometric analyses of BBOA.13,20,21,23 Most importantly, molec-
ular species with AImod $ 0.67, C > 17 and O $ 1 atoms were
detected, which are likely oxygenated polycyclic aromatic
1556 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562
hydrocarbons (O-PAHs); these O-PAHs could be strong chro-
mophores emitted as primary brown carbon from biomass
burning.49

Formulae belonging to additional classes, CH and CHN,
were exclusively detected with (−)LDI in all aerosol samples (n=
6–13 CH and 2–13 CHN). These species contained C > 14 atoms,
DBE > 12, and AImod > 0.84. Such high-C aromatic CHN
compounds (e.g., C21H13N; C21H11N, and C23H13N) can be N-
heterocyclic PAHs.49 Being embedded in the aerosol of glassy/
solid states, such as TBs, causes low diffusivity and mixing,
shielding PAHs from common oxidants (e.g., O3, NO3, and OHc),
which increases their atmospheric half-lives and the ability for
long-range transport. Like O-PAHs, these N-PAHs are also
strong chromophores, which may absorb more radiation in the
visible range relative to their corresponding PAHs. Further-
more, PAHs have extensively been associated with causing
health disorders upon inhalation,50 which makes their exclusive
detection by (−)LDI noteworthy.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The molecular composition of TB-rich aerosol relative to non-
TB aerosol

A large overlap existed in the molecular formulae assigned to
ions detected by (−)ESI and (−)LDI for all samples (Fig. 3). This
overlap increased from 20.64 to 45.47% (of the total formulae
assigned) from the samples with the least TBs to the most TB-
rich sample. On the one hand, molecular species that are
commonly identied by (−)ESI – which is an established
method of choice for aerosol analyses – and (−)LDI are of
importance as they are indicative of the credibility of the latter
Fig. 3 Van Krevelen diagrams depicting the ionisation selectivity of
laser desorption and electrospray ionisations (LDI and ESI). Species
ionised by both methods are shown in green and are overlaid on peaks
that were exclusively ionised by either method (blue, ESI only; maroon,
LDI only). The table below summarises averages (standard deviations in
brackets) of key metrics for each category.

Table 2 Summary of average chemical characteristics of aerosol mixtur
ionisation coupled to 15-T FT-ICR MS. All averages are weighted to norm
each sample please refer to Table S2. Standard deviations are given in b

Aerosol mixture Status Molecular group

ESI

MF O/

BBAug09 (DT) Non-TB species All 98 0.7
CHO 57 0.7
CHNO 36 0.7
CHOS 5 0.9

BBAug0910 (NT) All 105 0.8
CHO 3 0.4
CHNO 96 0.8
CHOS 6 0.8

BBAug1011 All 137 0.8
CHO 25 0.3
CHNO 65 1.1
CHOS 47 0.6

BBAug1314 TB-specic species All 851 0.5
CHO 349 0.4
CHNO 444 0.5
CHOS 58 0.6

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
to explore and compare the compositions of ambient aerosol. In
the context of this study, both ionisation methods have been
used to derive TB-specic compounds that may potentially be
used to generate inventories of refractory OA in atmospheric
and climate models (the focus of the present section). On the
other hand, molecular species uniquely identied by either
ionisation method provide an opportunity to compare the effi-
cacy of (−)ESI and (−)LDI in representing the essence of the
aerosol samples. A substantial fraction of formulae unique to
either ionisation method is consistent with previous research
that applied a combination of (−/+)ESI and (−/+)APPI on BBOA
to detect a greater number of species relative to a single ion-
isation method.13 In this study, when assessed in the context of
known physicochemical properties of TBs, molecular species
highlight (−)LDI as a simpler, yet valuable, tool for aerosol
analyses (detailed discussion in the next section).

With both (−)ESI and (−)LDI, TB-rich aerosol featured
species with higher C, O, and DBE as compared to the non-TB
aerosol (Fig. S6†). Specically, molecules with C $ 12, O $ 7,
and DBE $ 7 were dominant in TB-rich relative to the non-TB
aerosol. These molecules presented high average H/C of >1.0
with both ionisation methods, which remained in a narrow
range (1.16–1.25 with (−)ESI and 1.01–1.06 with (−)LDI) for all
samples as summarised in Tables 2, 3 and S2, S3;† these values
are consistent with H/C reported for long-range transported or
aged BBOA.13,20,21 To elucidate molecular-level differences
between TB-rich and non-TB samples, we aligned all formulae
and eliminated those that were identied in two or more
samples, leaving us with species found exclusively in each
sample. Tables 2 and 3 summarise these sample-specic
formula assignments and related metrics. For the sake of
simplicity, species identied exclusively in the TB-rich sample
are referred to as ‘TB-specic species’. Species uniquely iden-
tied in each of the non-TB aerosol (and commonly in them) are
collectively termed as ‘non-TB’ species'.
es inferred from species exclusively detected by negative electrospray
alised abundance. For a summary derived from all species detected in
rackets

Cwa H/Cwa DBEwa AImod Tg,RH (K)

3 (0.19) 1.00 (0.34) 11.07 (3.22) 0.31 (0.26) 351.13 (296.70)
2 (0.17) 1.02 (0.33) 11.38 (2.81) 0.29 (0.24)
0 (0.17) 0.90 (0.32) 11.41 (3.25) 0.40 (0.27) —
6 (0.35) 1.43 (0.12) 5.16 (1.44) 0.00 (0.00) —
4 (0.33) 1.65 (0.24) 4.16 (1.80) 0.17 (0.78) 317.87 (278.38)
7 (0.02) 1.78 (0.06) 2.95 (0.80) 0.00 (0.00)
6 (0.34) 1.65 (0.24) 4.21 (1.78) 0.18 (0.81) —
1 (0.07) 1.64 (0.22) 3.86 (2.01) 0.00 (0.00) —
6 (0.43) 1.64 (0.31) 4.65 (2.70) 0.62 (2.3) 321.29 (280.17)
3 (0.14) 1.48 (0.29) 7.43 (3.64) 0.17 (0.18)
8 (0.38) 1.77 (0.34) 3.82 (2.49) 1.23 (3.22) —
7 (0.15) 1.54 (0.20) 4.58 (1.45) 0.00 (0.04) —
4 (0.27) 1.21 (0.34) 10.07 (4.70) 0.26 (0.21) 326.08 (282.65)
6 (0.19) 1.08 (0.29) 12.03 (4.24) 0.37 (0.18)
9 (0.31) 1.29 (0.31) 9.19 (4.18) 0.20 (0.20) —
6 (0.29) 1.56 (0.42) 3.30 (2.29) 0.04 (0.08) —
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Table 3 Summary of average chemical characteristics of aerosol mixtures inferred from species exclusively detected by negative laser
desorption ionisation coupled to 15-T FT-ICR MS. All averages are weighted to normalised abundance. For a summary derived from all species
detected in each sample please refer to Table S3. Standard deviations are given in brackets

Aerosol mixture Status Molecular group

LDIa

MF O/Cwa H/Cwa DBEwa AImod Tg,RH
a (K)

BBAug0910 (NT) Non-TB species All 53 0.16 (0.15) 0.88 (0.43) 8.83 (3.82) 0.61 (0.29) 234.70 (232.02)
CHO 20 0.21 (0.16) 1.20 (0.53) 7.72 (4.45) 0.45 (0.34)
CHNO 22 0.21 (0.11) 0.89 (0.30) 8.12 (2.40) 0.62 (0.21) —
CHOS Not detected

BBAug1011 All 66 0.36 (0.17) 1.13 (0.46) 7.11 (3.69) 0.42 (0.31) 263.75 (244.60)
CHO 29 0.27 (0.12) 1.29 (0.51) 6.47 (4.61) 0.33 (0.31)
CHNO 37 0.43 (0.18) 1.00 (0.34) 7.64 (2.57) 0.49 (0.30) —
CHOS Not detected

BBAug1314 TB-specic species All 2006 0.72 (0.35) 1.11 (0.32) 9.81 (4.88) 0.34 (0.81) 348.89 (189.93)
CHO 879 0.57 (0.24) 1.00 (0.27) 12.32 (3.86) 0.36 (0.23)
CHNO 698 0.54 (0.19) 0.98 (0.25) 12.02 (3.37) 0.38 (0.23) —
CHOS 423 1.09 (0.30) 1.40 (0.26) 4.38 (2.05) 0.28 (1.42) —

a Two additional molecular groups: CH and CHN were detected here with formulae forming only <1% of all assignments, and hence, have been
omitted from this summary.
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To further validate the TB-specic species, we compared all
samples from this study with a TB-rich aerosol sample,
BBSep05.13 This sample was reported to have >95% TBs and was
collected a year earlier at the same sampling site. As drawn in
Fig. 4, BBAug1314 had the largest overlap of formulae with
BBSep05, instead of samples collected at the same site a day
before and aer. This comparison is based on (−)ESI
measurements only because Brege et al.13 did not perform
ultrahigh-resolution LDI analyses on TB-rich aerosol. The
formulae that overlapped between the two TB-rich samples (n =

671) collected a year apart are drawn in VK plots in the insets of
Fig. 4. Here, CHNO and CHO groups comprised 49.9% and
44.5% of the common species with O/C # 0.5 (average O/C =

0.45). The species unique to BBSep05 (n = 1630), which had
a much greater fraction of TBs as compared to BBAug1314,
comprised largely of CHNO (52.7%) and CHO (40.4%) formulae
with average O/C of 0.44. The dominance of N-containing
Fig. 4 An UpSet plot depicting the number of common formulae
between the different aerosol samples of this study and BBSep05 from
Brege et al.13 in negative electrospray/ultrahigh-resolution analyses.

1558 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562
compounds in these TB-rich samples is consistent with
previous reports on the uniform distribution of C, O, and N in
TBs in <1–2 hour-old wildre plumes,8,45 where non-volatile
organic N could originate from nitroaromatics.8

Amongst the aerosol samples of this study, the average O/C
of TB-specic and non-TB species from (−)ESI analysis was
0.54 and 0.81, respectively (Table 2). In this case, the low
oxygenation of the TB-specic species may imply that TBs were
somehow prevented from oxidative atmospheric ageing. This
could be explained by the loss of SVOCs from young TBs, leaving
behind E/LVOCs of high-viscosity on the surface that may slow
further diffusion of oxidants into the interior as proposed by
previous studies for high-viscosity aerosol.8,13,51,52 In contrast,
average O/C of 0.72 and 0.27 were observed for TB-specic and
non-TB species with (−)LDI (Table 3), where the very high
oxygenation of TB is indicative of their aged nature as compared
to non-TB aerosol. It is critical to understand whether these
contrasting observations from (−)ESI and (−)LDI originate from
their ionisation selectivity or are an artefact of the unique
morphology and physicochemical traits of TBs. Most impor-
tantly, it must be assessed which ionisation method could
obtain a more representative composition of TB.

Due to the differences in the observations for the inter-
sample comparisons (Fig. S8†), the “interface” between the
two ionisation methods, i.e., the commonly identied species,
warrants further exploration to reduce the ionisation-selectivity
bias in comparing the TB-rich and non-TB aerosol. As shown in
Fig. 3, the species detected by both ionisation methods in each
sample become increasingly oxygenated and unsaturated
(which was also noted with (−)LDI analyses) with enhancement
in TB content. To further test the credibility of (−)LDI, a third
ionisation method, LDIextract was performed; >80% of formulae
from (−)LDI were shared with either (−)LDIextract or (−)ESI
(Fig. S9†). Samples were prepared for (−)LDIextract in the same
way as for ESI, but it revealed trends in TB versus non-TB
differences that were similar to those seen with (−)LDI; this
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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may be indicative of sample preparation (for instance,
extraction/solubilisation in ACN or any other suitable solvent)
for (−)ESI analysis being a minor factor in determining
outcome observed here. Rather, it is more likely the unique
morphology and physicochemical nature of TBs renders (−)LDI
to be better suited to measure their composition. For instance,
it must be noted here that EELS revealed C to be uniformly
distributed in TBs of BBAug1314 (Fig. S10†), while O was
localised toward the outer edge of TBs, which is in line with
previous studies on TB morphology.10,12,46 We speculate that
although neither ionisation method might be fully representa-
tive of the molecular composition of TBs, the distribution of ion
abundances of molecular species shown in Fig. S6 and S7†
suggest that (−)LDI may cover a comparatively broader spec-
trum of high (e.g., #O > 7) to low-oxygenation species (e.g., CH
and CHN species with #O = 0), especially those with extremely
low volatilities, as compared to (−)ESI, making it a more suit-
able choice for refractory particles, such as TBs that may have
a unique spatial fractionation of aged and non-aged molecular
species.10,46

Translating the molecular composition of TBs to their
physicochemical properties

We estimated the Tg, phase states, and volatilities of aerosol
samples from their elemental compositions. We anticipated the
extremely low volatility and high viscosity of TBs to be reected
in the physical properties estimated from their elemental
compositions. Oxygenation is positively correlated with the
Fig. 5 Average values of O/C, log10 of estimated saturation mass
concentration (log10C0), and relative-humidity dependent glass tran-
sition temperature (Tg,RH) against the number of C atoms in the
formulae assigned. Components exclusively identified in BBAug1318
(TB-rich) are plotted relative to non-TB components (identified in
BBAug1011, BBAug0910 (NT), and/or BBAug09 (DT)). In (−)ESI, all three
non-TB aerosol samples were considered, while for (−)LDI, non-TB
refers to BBAug0910 (NT) and BBAug1011 only.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
photochemical age of atmospheric OA, which is, in turn,
inversely correlated to volatility.53 Extremely low or low volatility
organic compounds (E/LVOCs) were dominant in all samples.
In (−)LDI analysis, 83.4% of the species in the TB-rich sample
and 52.3–68.9% of the species in non-TB aerosol samples were
classied as E/LVOCs. Fig. 5E depicts TB-specic and non-TB
species as a function of the C number in their molecules. For
every given number of C atoms, the estimated C0 (presented as
log10C0) for TB-specic molecules was lower than that for non-
TB molecules. Contrarily, non-TB aerosols were classied as
LVOC, SVOCs, or IVOCs, implying a greater likelihood of their
partitioning to the gas phase.54 It must be noted that the
oxygenation levels in TBs could not be corroborated here by
direct measurements. However, phase states and mixing states
were measured using micro-spectroscopic approaches as
detailed above. These measurements were consulted to assess
the accuracy of our estimations.

Tg,dry and Tg,RH, as well as corresponding phase states, can be
derived for CHO species only.17,18 Here, these estimates were
assumed to be representative of the phase states of overall OA.
Under this assumption, an average Tg,RH of ∼300 K and average
Tg,dry of ∼305 K was calculated for the TB-rich sample using
both (−)ESI and (−)LDI. These average values were higher than
the ambient temperature recorded on the sampling day (296 K),
indicating that the TB-rich sample exists largely in a solid
state.18,20 Fig. 5G and H show the distribution trends of Tg,RH for
species exclusively detected in TB-rich and non-TB aerosol from
(−)LDI analysis. TB-specic molecules were either semi-solid or
solid at ambient conditions on the sampling day, while the non-
TB samples were projected to be semi-solids or liquids. There-
fore, overall, the molecular composition measured by (−)LDI/
15-T FT-ICR MS analysis correlated well with the known physi-
cochemical properties of TBs.
Functional group analysis

Functional groups are key determinants of the physical prop-
erties of OA. According to STXM/NEXAFS analysis, carboxylate
(COO) was more prevalent in TBs (46%) as compared to non-TB
aerosol (<25%) (Fig. 6). An increase in the oxidation state of
carbon by enhancement of –COO– functionality is a common
path toward atmospheric ageing,55,56 which has been reported
for TBs as well.8 To gain insight into the distribution of COO
and other functional units from high-resolution mass spectro-
metric data, the frequency of all possible differences in
measured masses of ions (Dm) were calculated in the mass
spectra of both full-day aerosol samples, BBAug1011 (i.e., non-
TB aerosol) and BBAug1314 (the TB-rich aerosol). Considering
that molecular species are related to one another with
commonly repeating units, such as CH2, H2, or O, in complex
mixtures35 like the aerosol samples studied here, predominant
Dm values help delineate other such repeating units, which in
turn, provide insight into the possible functional groups, albeit
not decisively. With both (−)ESI and (−)LDI analyses, $70% of
ions were present at one of the following Dm from another ion
(s): 14.01565 (CH2), 12.00000 (C), 27.99491(CO), 30.01056
(CH2O), 42.01056 (C2H2O), 15.99491 (O), 2.01565 (H2), 26.01565
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562 | 1559
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Fig. 6 Carbon K-edge absorption spectra from scanning transmission
electron microscopy and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
spectroscopy (STXM/NEXAFS) analysis of two non-TB aerosol samples,
BBAug09 (DT) and BBAug1011, and the TB-rich aerosol, BBAug1314.
Each spectrum shows the average absorption for particles analysed for
the respective sample, and the ribbon around covers the standard
deviation. Major absorption peaks correspond to sp2, ketonic, and
carboxylic functionalities.
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(C2H2), 44.02621 (C2H4O), 18.01056 (H2O). These observations
were supported by STXM/NEXAFS analysis, where absorption
peaks were recorded at 285.2, 286.7, and 288.5 eV that corre-
spond to sp2, ketonic, and carboxylic carbon for TB and non-TB
aerosol (Fig. 6). Previously, aromatic, ketonic, phenolic, or
carboxylic carbon has been reported in TBs.8,46,57 Aromatic
moieties, particularly, nitroaromatics, are important in
imparting the variable light-absorbing properties of TBs.8

Dm > 78 Da in HRMS datasets could be indicative of aromatic
rings but were very sparse as compared to the highly prevalent
Dm stated earlier. We focused on them by Kendrick mass defect
(KMD) analysis with C6H5O, C7H6O, and C6H5NO3 as base units;
this approach makes it possible to recognise a series of
compounds belonging to the class or type with the corre-
sponding base unit, but different extents of base unit addition.58

In this analysis, individual peak abundances were normalised
in each dataset to the sum of the abundance of species that were
identied to be a part of the KMD series with C (12.00000) as the
base unit. As per this analysis, CH2, CO2, OCH2, and H2O were
evenly present throughout all samples (Fig. S11†). The cumu-
lative normalised abundance of ions that potentially had $1
aromatic moiety, specically phenol (C6H5O) and nitroaromatic
(C6H5NO3) functionalities, was substantially higher in the TB-
rich aerosol (BBAug1314 and BBSep05) as compared to the
non-TB aerosol (BBAug1011).
1560 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 1552–1562
Conclusions

We have characterised a TB-rich aerosol sample using 15-T FT-
ICR MS analysis in conjunction with (−)ESI and (−)LDI. TBs
are a highly viscous form of atmospheric particulate matter
that persist for long time periods, potentially facilitating cloud
or ice formation in the upper atmosphere and even carrying
toxic components within them. Owing to the capability of TBs
to undergo long-range transport, their threat to remote
ecosystems and communities is magnied. Here, TB-specic
molecular signatures were derived that comprised species
exclusively detected in a TB-rich aerosol (relative to 2–3 non-
TB aerosol samples). Estimations of physical properties
using the elemental compositions of TB-specic species from
(−)LDI strongly corroborated the physicochemical measure-
ments from micro-spectroscopic analyses conducted here or
reported previously. Due to the chemical diversity and
complexity of atmospheric OA, neither of the ionisation
methods may provide complete coverage of molecular
composition. However, in this instance, where a refractory
fraction of OA is of concern, (−)LDI provided a more “relevant”
perspective by elucidating molecular species that are more
likely to have high viscosity and low volatilities in the TB-rich
aerosol. Nevertheless, the observation of low-oxygenation
species in TB-rich samples from (−)ESI cannot be ignored,
as it may be an indication of the presence of relatively less
processed OA in these particles. Our ndings suggest that the
OA in wildre smoke likely undergoes non-reactive volatilisa-
tion of SVOCs and IVOCs aer emission, leaving behind
refractory, solidication-prone, and low-volatility species
yielding TBs. In addition, the chemical reactivity of TBs aer
formation with lowered diffusivity of oxidants toward the
centre could be an explanation for less oxygenated species
observed by (−)ESI. Overall, as (−)LDI eliminated the need for
extraction and sample preparation and also covered molecules
with a wider range of O atoms with extremely low volatilities, it
was able to present a more representative composition of TBs
as compared to (−)ESI. Considering the excellent performance
of (−)LDI in delineating the composition of TBs compared to
non-TB aerosol in this study, its potential to examine other
aerosol, such as fresh emissions or size-resolved fractions of
SOA, merits evaluation in the future.
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